Table availability for our non-resident guests
Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat'Saisons operates a three months booking policy for non-resident tables.
We open up reservations three months ahead to the day so on the 1st January we open the bookings for the 1st April, on the 17th March we
open the bookings for the 17th June. Our reservations lines open from 9.00 on the day.
It is generally easier to secure a lunch reservation rather than a dinner reservation as we have to hold dinner tables for our resident guests
who are guaranteed a table for dinner. We only have 32 tables within the restaurant and we have 32 bedrooms. We gamble that we can sell 4
tables a night to outside guests and it is only when rooms book together and then occupy a table together that we can release other tables
back into the non-resident system. We run an active wait list and we are always looking at the bookings to release tables back for nonresident guests. It is however very difficult to guarantee a table for a Friday and Saturday night and we would always advise that you stay
with us to ensure that you are able to secure a table.
We have limited availability of tables of more than four covers and in fact only have one table at each meal that seats over six covers with a
maximum of 12 covers. This is situated within La Bourgogne which is one of the original dining rooms from when Raymond first opened Le
Manoir. This effectively means that you are in a private dining room and all guests would have to choose the same menu.
We are only able to accommodate so many guests within each half hour period of a service in order to ensure that you receive the best level
of service from us and we do ask that once you have secured a reservation at a particular time that you adhere to that time. Should you
arrive after your booking time we may need to hold you back to a later time to ensure the best possible level of service to all our guests.
Your table is yours for the whole of any service and we do not ask you to vacate a table.
Tables are allocated on the day by the senior restaurant team and although we will do everything in our power to allocate a table in your
preferred area of the dining room, we cannot guarantee this.

